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Student Accommodation and Facilities Strategy 2019-2029

Executive Summary
The mission and values of the Calgary Board of Education (CBE) seek to maximize
the educational opportunities for all students. The Student Accommodation and
Facilities Strategy (SAFS) will reflect this goal, and help guide the actions of the
CBE in regards to real property decisions. This includes, but is not limited to, the
prioritization and allocation of financial resources; factoring urban planning and
municipal joint-use agreement considerations; student transportation planning
considerations; program allocations; maintaining, renewing, and closing or reopening of schools; and the acquiring and disposing of land and buildings.

Objectives
The CBE SAFS supports decision making that:


Maximizes student learning opportunities through strategic investments that
ensures CBE real property is best suited, situated and sustainable:


Suited – schools that are designed to be flexible and meet the
learning needs of 21st century learners;



Situated – schools and programs that are located where students
live and are informed by both population and CBE enrolment growth
trends; and



Sustainable – ensuring that the operation and maintenance costs of
CBE schools strike an appropriate balance between the learning
needs of students and sustained financial affordability.



Reflects an equitable approach to the provision of safe, appropriate and
high-quality learning and working environments across the City of Calgary;



Adheres to sound planning principles for all facility infrastructure projects;



Establishes clear priorities for construction, modernization, renewal and
maintenance projects;



Undertakes a collaborative approach to student accommodation planning
through the inclusion of relevant internal and external stakeholders,
including schools, communities, external partners and multiple levels of
government;



Incorporates traditional and land-based knowledge, local history, diverse
learning, and creative approaches insomuch as possible into facility
infrastructure projects;



Ensures responsible stewardship of public resources through transparency
and financial probity;
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Guides CBE short term planning documents such as the Three Year School
Capital Plan, Three Year System Student Accommodation Plan and the
Three Year IMR Plan; and



Is in alignment with the CBE Three Year Education Plan.

To achieve these objectives, the following principles, listed in alphabetical order,
inform infrastructure planning:
1. Accessibility: Facilities will be broadly accessible and inclusive for
students and staff. Program planning will reflect infrastructure limitations,
and infrastructure planning will strategically address accessibility deficits to
meet our duty to accommodate.
2. Accountability: Facility infrastructure decisions that are transparent,
evidence-based, and reflect meaningful engagement with stakeholders.
3. Alignment: Facilities planning that reflects educational program delivery
priorities for students. This includes the alignment of regular, alternative and
special education programming with student and community needs, as well
as suitable infrastructure.
4. Community-focused: CBE schools are public buildings that serve
students, families, staff and the broader community (examples of nonstudent use of school facilites include after hours community use and
childcare programs). Whenever possible, schools will be located as close
as possible to the communities they serve. Capital investments will consider
community student demographics, long-term plans and system facility
sustainability.
5. Equity: Students and staff will have equitable access to safe, welcoming,
high-quality learning and working environments that enhance their
opportunities.
6. Environmental stewardship: Infrastructure planning and management that
is resilient, aligns with the CBE Sustainability Framework and conforms to
best practices in minimizing environmental impacts.
7. Fiscal Responsibility: Decisions on infrastructure consider long-term
needs, current realities, and reflect effective stewardship of financial,
human and partner resources.
8. Safe and Caring Environments: Infrastructure that creates spaces and
places to support the whole student in a safe and respectful way. Spaces
that provide integrated learning, emotional, behavioural and physical
supports.
9. Student-centred learning: Facilities that embrace 21st century learning
strategies and reflect student-centred approaches. Learning spaces that
accommodate collaboration, problem-solving, self-directed and experiential
learning as well as conventional delivery methods.
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10. Traditional knowledge and heritage: Indigenous ways of knowing that
accommodate culturally-significant practices as needed. Historicallysignificant facilities that are maintained, insomuch as possible, to preserve
local heritage in mindful and contextually-appropriate ways.
The following guiding principles, listed in Adminstrative Regulation 1090, are used
when considering student accommodation plans:
a) minimize disruptions for students;
b) provide program continuity from Kindergarten to Grade 12;
c) keep cohort groups of students together;
d) allow students to attend school as close to home as possible;
e) provide long term sustainability;
f) use space and resources effectively; and
g) provide equitable access for all students to quality learning environments
and choice of programs.
Student accommodation needs are identified and reported annually in the Three
Year System Student Accommodation Plan. The Three Year System Student
Accommodation plan can be found here: https://www.cbe.ab.ca/FormsManuals/ThreeYear-System-Student-Accommodation-Plan.pdf

Schools Close to where Students Live
Calgary is a growing city with many areas growing at different rates. A challenge
that will continue into the future is having schools where students live. With the
continued focus on providing schools where students live, provincial funding and
approvals for new schools in new and developing neighborhoods continues to be a
priority. The CBE Three Year School Capital Plan is prepared annually and new
school construction priorities are determined with the objective of maintaining a
system wide utilization rate in the 85 percent range. As new schools are built
within developing communities, the amount of unused or excess space in
developed communities will increase.

Concurrent Community Development
Even with increasing densification, approximately 80% of new residents are still
projected to move into new and developing communities over the next five years.
One of the challenges in Calgary is the large number of new communities that are
all developing at the same time – currently there over 20 with 14 additional
communities approved by the City in the Summer of 2018.
Families living in new communities want their children to attend schools in their
community. The CBE requires approval of new school construction projects from
the Province to meet this expectation. A consequence of adding new capacity is
that the amount of unused or excess space in some of the City’s developed
neighborhoods will increase. In areas where excess capacity exists, options for use
of the space could include:


using the space for CBE student needs such as alternative programs or
complex learning programs,
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leasing space to support student and or compatible community uses as
applicable under the City Charter and Joint Use Agreement
closure of facilities and consolidation of programming to provide quality
learning opportunities for students

A decision to close a school can only be made by the Board of Trustees. The
impact of low enrolment on student learning as well as the analysis of school
utilization rates, community demographics and facility condition are some of the
factors considered in the decision to recommend consideration of school closure.
In many mature neighbourhoods, the age of school buildings and their deferred
maintenance is a challenge. A more focussed approach on closing facilities with
high maintenance demands is one way to steward the allocation of limited funding
through the alleviation of the maintenance demand. A replacement school, which
would include a consolidation of a number of schools in close proximity, is another
strategy that can allow the CBE to serve students living in a mature area with a
modern facility and to better manage the infrastructure and maintenance needs.
Detailed information about how CBE prioritizes new school construction with the
goal of achieving an overall mid 80% system utilization rate is provided in the
Three Year School Capital Plan available here:
https://www.cbe.ab.ca/FormsManuals/Three-Year-School-Capital-Plan.pdf

New K-4 Curriculum and Anticipated Grades 5-9 and 1012 Curriculum
New draft K-4 curriculum was approved for field testing in 2018. The government
has also previously indicated that new Grades 5-9 curriculum would be approved in
2019, while new Grades 10-12 curriculum would be approved in the 2020-22
timeframe. It is not yet known how, if at all, these new curricula will impact school
facilities.

City Charter
The recently approved City Charter allows for compatible uses above and beyond
those contemplated within the Municipal Government Act to be added to Municipal
and School Reserve (MSR) lands. This may impact how schools are configured,
the amount of land available for student activities and could increase traffic to and
from school sites.

Education Act
The strategies outlined in the SAFS 2019-2029 must also be flexible to adapt to
future opportunities and challenges presented by changes to the legislative
environment, such as the introduction of City Charters, the Education Act and the
Choice in Education Act.
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Stakeholder Engagement
Success for each and every student is what matters. The CBE mission is to ensure
that students develop the skills and knowledge they need to achieve their full
potential. We know we make better decisions for students and staff when we listen
and work together to solve problems and find solutions. When we do, students are
better equipped to become successful citizens who contribute their ideas, passion
and energy to society.
Throughout the 2015-16 school year, the CBE worked with stakeholders to develop
a new approach to community engagement. We invited staff, students, parents and
community members to share their perspectives in a variety of ways including inperson sessions, interviews and online surveys. We heard from more than 6,500
people. The Dialogue Framework, the CBE's approach to community engagement,
was made public in June 2016 and is available here:
https://www.cbe.ab.ca/get-involved/public-engagement/Documents/DialogueFramework.pdf
Dialogue is the CBE approach to community engagement. It is a mutually
respectful exchange of ideas that acknowledges and celebrates the diversity within
the CBE community. It represents our ongoing commitment to involve people in
decisions that affect them. Every voice matters.
The CBE will be gathering thoughts and perspectives from staff, students and
parents on how to balance high school enrolment starting in spring 2019. This
multi-year engagement will focus on developing a sustainable system-wide plan for
high schools that continues to offer students access, flexibility and choice in
programming given available space and resources (as outlined in the CBE high
school success strategy). Through this work, decisions will be made regarding high
school boundaries and alternative program locations to balance enrolment and
utilization within our existing facilities. A webpage dedicated to high school
engagement is available here: https://www.cbe.ab.ca/get-involved/publicengagement/Pages/High-School-Engagement.aspx

City of Calgary
The City’s population
projections are not a direct
factor in CBE enrolment
projections but they do provide
context for comparison. Trends
reported by the City with
respect to net migration and
natural increase (births minus
deaths) are considered when
evaluating future student
growth.
Calgary’s population continues
to grow. Over the past decade,
Calgary has experienced
varying levels of population
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growth. Since 2014 Calgary’s population growth has averaged 18,000 people per
year.
In the Calgary & Region Economic Outlook 2018-2023 (Fall 2018), the City of
Calgary (the City) is forecasting that the population of Calgary will reach 1,449,000
by 2025, an increase of 182,000 persons over the next seven years. This average
yearly increase of approximately 26,000 people per year will be driven primarily by
net migration. The City currently does not produce a ten-year population forecast.
Appendix I provides more detail regarding population growth in Calgary and where
it is expected to occur over the next five to ten years

CBE Market Share
The CBE share of enrolment in the City of Calgary has been fairly consistent over
the last ten (10) years in the range of 58% to 60%. The graphs below show the
share of enrolment in the City of Calgary for each school authority in 2007 and
2017.

CBE Enrolment and Utilization
The CBE uses the Cohort-Survival methodology in preparing enrolment
projections. The cohort survival projection methodology uses historic birth data
and historic student enrolment data to “age” a known population (cohort) through
their school grades. The cohort survival ratio is calculated to see how a group of
potential students first enter the system at kindergarten and Grade 1 (market
share) and how this group of students grows or shrinks over time (retention rates).
Enrolment patterns emerge that are used for projections.
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For the decade spanning 2004 to 2014, the number of students entering the CBE
in kindergarten each year increased. Starting in 2015, the number of students
eligible to start school each year has been declining. This has resulted in fewer
students entering CBE at kindergarten. With lower numbers of kindergarten
students now entering
the CBE, overall
enrolment is projected to
projected to peak for the
2024-25 school year and
subsequently drop back
down to student
enrolment levels
projected for 2019-20 at
the end of the ten year
forecast period.
In the shorter term of the
forecast period, overall
CBE enrolment will
continue to increase as
the high levels of
kindergarten enrolment
experienced up until
2014 continue to move
through CBE schools.
The CBE strives to maintain a utilization rate in a mid-80% range. Ensuring healthy
school utilization rates contributes to ensuring that facilities are optimized for
educational purposes, maintains flexibility within the system to meet demand for
emergent considerations while balancing the financial obligations and sustainability
of the system. Currently, the CBE’s overall utilization rate by enrolment is 85%.
The opening of five schools that have been approved for construction combined
with approval of all projects on CBE’s Three Year School Capital Plan 2020-2023,
as well as two additional high schools within the next 10 years, will add an
additional 13,800 student spaces.
Approved and Requested New School Construction
Planning Sector
Anticipated Capacity to be Added
North
6,000
Northeast
2,700
Southeast
2,700
South
2,400
Total
13,800

If all schools are approved, CBE’s overall utilization rate is projected to decline to
78% and without approvals of new facilities listed requested in the capital plan or
any additional high schools, the overall utilization rate will remain in the mid-80%
range.
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During the SAFS
2019-2029 planning
timeframe, total
student enrolment is
projected to peak for
the 2024-25 school
year and
subsequently drop
back down to student
enrolment levels
projected for 201920. Keeping the
overall systemutilization rate in the
mid-80% range while
also wanting to allow
for the construction of
new schools close to
where students live
will necessitate the removal of approximately 13,500 from the system. Based upon
current standards of constructing 600-student capacity elementary schools and
900-student capacity middle/junior high schools, this equates to the removal of 20
schools from the CBE inventory as follows:






for K-4, a reduction of 9,500 student spaces will be required by 2029 to
maintain elementary school utilization rates in the mid-80s. Based on
current standards of constructing K-4 schools with 600 student spaces, this
equates to approximately 16 schools;
for GR5-9, a reduction of approximately 4,000 spaces is required to
maintain middle/junior high school utilization rates in the mid-80s. Based on
current standards of constructing GR5-9 schools with 900 student spaces,
this equates to approximately four schools; and
for GR10-12, if three new high schools are approved and constructed
during this planning period, the system high school utilization rate will stand
at 90%. This strategy recommends that all CBE high schools be retained
during this planning period.

Appendix II provides further analysis of projected enrolment by sector by K-4,
GR5-9 and GR10-12 grade groupings.

New and Aging School Facilities
From 2008-2018, the CBE has grown an average of 1,900 students per year.
During that same period, 36 new schools and 2 replacement schools were built,
providing 29,500 new student spaces for the CBE. Although the introduction of new
schools has helped to address some of the recent growth pressures in developing
communities, construction of these facilities has unfortunately not kept pace with
the City of Calgary’s total growth in these areas. Over the next ten years, the CBE
will continue to align capital requests for new schools with communities
experiencing high and sustained growth.
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Our new schools will also continue to be designed to reflect and support 21st
century learning principles. Schools are built to include spaces for collaboration,
team teaching, self-directed and small group learning as well as more conventional
classrooms. These facilities more easily provide adaptable areas for hands-on and
integrated, multi-disciplinary learning. Specialized spaces for science, the arts
career and technology studies and physical education reflect new standards and
include innovative technologies.
In developed communities, the CBE has 199 schools and nearly 150,000 student
spaces, excluding schools leased for other purposes. Within the next decade 64%
of CBE schools will be at least 50 years old with a range of building components
with different service life expectancies. Over the next ten years, these schools will
require a range of investment to replace building systems and components, and to
help facilities adapt to meet curricular and program needs. Sometimes, the extent
of upgrades required in these facilities will result in the recommendation for major
modernization. In the event that the cost of a modernization is expected to be more
than 75% of the cost of new construction, a replacement facility may be sought.
In some instances, mature communities have a surplus of student spaces
compared to the sustained number of students in those communities. When these
circumstances arise, the CBE will continue to consider a variety of factors,
including the age and condition of the facility, in its determination of the best option
to match the number of student spaces to neighbourhood demographics and
community needs.
Although the CBE has been fortunate to receive ongoing funding for new school
and aging infrastructure, it is understood that there are many considerations and
opportunities for improvement for planning, constructing, and renewing our facilities
over the next ten years, including:












funding predictability
proximity of student homes to available student spaces
pressures on overall facility utilization
increased focus on meaningful stakeholder engagement
impacts of the new City of Calgary Charter
joint and shared community use
site size and location
age and condition of existing infrastructure
changes to curriculum delivery
changes to building and energy codes
climate resiliency

To address these considerations and opportunities, the CBE will continue to:


Work together with our municipal partners to plan school sites with
appropriate size, access, and locations in developing communities, to
maximize opportunities for improved student learning as well as community,
shared and joint use.



Match the size of new and modernized schools to meet the needs of the
long-term student population of the communities they serve.
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Develop schools that reflect 21st century learning strategies, and align
school construction and renewal with curricular needs.



Work with a variety of stakeholders and peoples to identify inclusive design
opportunities, including greater connections to school sites, and
incorporating community-based and culturally-significant activities and
celebrations into our buildings.



Meaningfully engage community stakeholders for new and major school
construction projects.



Review the criteria for requesting facility modernization, and conduct
additional assessments of facility conditions as needed to inform
replacement school requests, modernization requests and major renovation
projects.



Improve transparency of planned renovation and renewal projects, including
the factors influencing their prioritization.



Identify ways to reduce the vulnerability of school facilities from the impact
of climate change.

Further information on current conditions, planning considerations and approaches
for facility planning for new and aging schools can be found in Appendix III.
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Technology and its Impacts on Learning and
Infrastructure
As technology needs change to support educational requirements and societal
expectations, our facilities must adapt to meet these demands. This includes
accommodation for additional wired and wireless technology, which translates to
more power and data infrastructure, more or different storage space for that
technology, and changes to other building components to align with that
technology. Indirect impacts associated with changing technology are related to
shifts to independent and self-directed learning, which translate to changes in how
learning spaces are designed and configured.
While known technology requirements are incorporated into facility project planning
insomuch as practicable, the rate of change in technology poses challenges to the
ability to easily adapt our schools. Development of supporting infrastructure,
including wiring closets, data centres and communications strategies will continue
to balance maximum flexibility with initial investment costs, to minimize total
investments over a building’s lifecycle.

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) Technology
While AV technology is nascent, over the next ten years self-driving technology
may change how students travel to and from school. As AV technology becomes
increasingly common, fewer students may choose yellow bus or public transit
options. This could increase traffic around schools as larger numbers of students
are dropped-off and picked-up by self-driving vehicles.

Use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Education
The possible emergence of educational AI systems during the timeframe of this
strategy may further enhance the ability to personalize learning for each student.
Information Technology built into the school to support this will be instrumental to
learning. The way physical spaces themselves are used within the school may
change as students also capitalize upon virtual learning spaces. School
infrastructure will increasingly need to incorporate rapidly changing technologies
and schools will require flexible layouts that allow for their use in ways not
envisaged today.
Further information on technology and its impacts on learning and infrastructure
can be found in Appendix IV.
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Appendix I: City of Calgary
The City prepares a suburban residential growth forecast each year, which
allocates future population growth to the eight city planning sectors. This
information provides CBE with a context for where student population growth will
be expected in the future.
A summary of the five-year period forecast from the City’s Suburban Residential
Growth 2018-2022 document for suburban locations is shown on the adjacent map.
The City of Calgary supports an actively competitive land market in all areas of the
city and there are 29 new and developing municipal communities in various stages
of development. The number of new commuinities has been increasing since 2014
with the size of the communities being planned and built today much larger than
they have been historically.
City of Calgary Planning Sectors
New Suburban Growth Forecasts
2018-2022
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Most of the communities in these Planning Sectors are still growing, requiring new
schools to serve current and future students.
Growth and Build-out in New and Developing Communities, by Planning Sector
Planning
Sector

Population
2018

Housing Units

Projected

Occupied

Projected

Build-Out of
Communities

North

38,409

111,750

12,336

40,934

30%

Northeast

42,021

110,700

11,501

39,415

29%

0

8,650

0

3,008

0%

Southeast

59,890

103,050

20,568

39,168

53%

South

18,323

84,500

6,455

30,802

21%

West

31,482

48,950

10,014

16,760

60%

East

Northwest

-

-

-

-

-

Central

-

-

-

-

-

Total

190,125

467,600

60,874

170,087

36%

Note: Build-out is calculated based on occupied housing units.

In August 2018, Calgary City Council voted in favour of developing an additional 14
new Greenfield communities, some of which are part of approved Area Structure
Plans (ASP) within the currently active developments.
The City is currently developing two (2) new ASPs: Ricardo Ranch in the
Southeast, and West View in the West. This will add further pressure for new
schools to accommodate students from these areas once development is
approved.
The large number of concurrently developing communities plus these newly
approved Greenfield communities puts increased pressure on the CBE to meet the
expectations of parents for school construction in their community.
The map on the next page identifies CBE school sites in approved ASPs that will
accommodate students in these future communities.
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Future School Sites in Approved Area Structure
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Developed and Developing Communities
The Municipal
Development Plan
(MDP), Plan It
Calgary, was
implemented April
1, 2010, and is the
overarching policy
that documents
municipal
development and
transportation.
Plan It Calgary
identifies a goal of
reducing the
amount of growth
allocated to the
developing
communities,
which was
essentially 100%
in the late 1990’s
and to intensify
growth within the
inner-city and
established areas.
The 30-year target
of the MDP for
growth into
established areas
is 33% and the 60year target is 50%
growth to
established areas.
In August 2018 the
City indicated
although growth is
moving in line with
the idealized
balanced growth in
old and new
communities, new communites continue to absorb around 80% of population
growth each year and it will be challenging to meet the MDP goals in the next 20
years or so.
.
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Municipal Community Code Definitions
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The following infographic regarding anticipated distribution of population growth
from 2018-2022 is from the City’s Suburban Residential Growth 2018-2022.

The largest population growth over the next five years is projected to be in
developing communities, specifically those in the north, northeast and southeast
sectors. There is some growth anticipated within developed communities, but it is
a much smaller proportion compared to the developing communities.
Table below indicates the change in population in the Developed and Developing
communities from 2008-2018. The majority of the growth has, and will continue to
be, located in the developing communities of the City where new schools will be
required. Some schools in Developed Communities will see an increase in growth
and will need to be reviewed to determine modernization needs to meet these
enrolment increases.
Population Change, Developed and Developing Communities
Community

Population Change
2008-2013

2013-2018

Population Change

2008-2018

2008-2013

2013-2018

2008-2018

Developed Communites

19,304

9,756

29,060

17%

9%

13%

Developing Communities

94,873

101,136

196,009

83%

91%

87%

114,177

110,892

225,069

100%

100%

100%

Total

The map on the next page identifies CBE school sites in developed and approved
Developing Communities. It is important to remember that some schools sites in
Developing Communities are not yet in approved ASPs and/or are not fully
serviced and ready to commence construction. According to Alberta Education
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requirements, only once a developer has a school site serviced and ready for
construction can a school jurisdiction place it on its Three Year Capital Plan for
consideration.

Vacant Sites in Developed and
Approved Developing Communities
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Appendix II: CBE Enrolment and Utilization
Enrolment
The CBE uses the Cohort-Survival methodology in preparing enrolment
projections. The Cohort Survival methodology uses historic birth data and historic
student enrolment data to “age” a known population (cohort) through their school
grades. The cohort survival ratio is calculated to see how a group of potential
students first enter the system at kindergarten and Grade 1 (market share) and
how this group of students grows or shrinks over time (retention rates). Enrolment
patterns emerge that are used for projections.
Pre-school census information, which is collected annually for all communities,
combined with historic intake rates at kindergarten and Grade 1 is used to project
how many students will enter our system each year. The annual September 30
enrolment data is the basis for establishing retention rates that are used to project
how existing student populations move through the system from one year to the
next.
The City’s population projections are not a direct factor in CBE enrolment
projections but they do provide context for comparison. Trends reported by the
City with respect to net migration and natural increase (births minus deaths) are
considered when evaluating future student growth.
The number of students eligible to start kindergarten in Calgary each year has
declined over the past few years and enrolment in kindergarten has declined
accordingly. Data collected during the 2018 census indicate the number of children
eligible for kindergarten will continue to decline over the next four years.
The government recently legislated that a common age of entry of five years of age
on December 31 will come into effect for the 2020/21 school year. This common
age is a change to the end of February date currently established for the CBE and
will impact kindergarten enrolment projections in 2020.
Over the past three years, approximately 90% of students enrolled in kindergarten
had a birthdate before January 1 of the year they were eligible to start
kindergarten. Based on this trend, a one-year reduction of approximately 800
kindergarten students, over and above the decline expected as a result of the
reduced pre-school census data, is anticipated in 2020 as students born in January
and February will not be eligible for kindergarten until the following year.
From 2008 to 2018, the CBE K-GR12 enrolment grew by 21,949 students, or an
average of 2,195 per year. The table on the next page illustrates whether there
was an increase or decrease in enrolment by grade, from the previous school year,
for 2009 to 2018.
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Year to Year Change in Enrolment by Grade
Year

K

GR1

GR2

GR3

GR4

GR5

GR6

GR7

GR8

GR9

GR10

GR11

GR12

Total

2009

97,305

2010

97,512

2011

98,595

2012

101,795

2013

105,468

2014

109,123

2015

111,537

2016

113,986

2017

116,618

2018

118,966

Total Enrolment K-12, excludes Outreach Programs, Unique Settings, Home Education, CBe-Learn, Chinook Learning Services
Increase from previous year
Decrease from previous year

Kindergarten enrolment increased each year from 2009 to 2014, while decreasing
each year from 2015 to 2018. GR1 to GR 3 had decreases in 2017, and GR2 and
GR4 decreased in 2018. Middle school enrolments (GR5-GR9) continue to have
year over year increases.
Between 2008 and 2013 growth in enrolment was primarily concentrated in the
elementary (K-4) grades, but has recently started to shift towards the middle (GR
5-9) and high school (GR 10-12) grades. The table below indicates this change in
growth, and while the elementary grades over the 10 year period still accounted for
56% of the growth, middle and high school space is required in the future as these
students move through the system.
Change in Enrolment by Division
Year

K-4

GR5-9

GR10-12

TOTAL

2008-2013

7,502

391

558

8,451

2013-2018

4,701

7,500

1,297

13,498

2008-2018

12,203

7,891

1,855

21,949

The table below shows the change in enrolment from 2008-2018 by Developed and
Developing Communities only (e.g. does not include students who live out side of
Calgary). The majority of the growth was in the Developing Communities while the
majority of the CBE’s schools are located in the Developed Communities.
Change in Enrolment by Division, Developed and Developing Communities
Enrolment Change
2008-2018
Developed Communites
Developing Communities

12,396

Total

K-4

G5-9

G10-12

Total

K-4

G5-9

G10-12

Total

2,753

-2,513

-2,983

-2,743

12%

-11%

-13%

9,643

10,487

5,299

25,429

43%

46%

23%

112%

7,974

2,316

22,686

55%

35%

10%

100%

-12%
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The following map displays the change in the K-12 enrolment by community from
2008 to 2018.
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While a number of inner city neighbourhoods have shown an increasing trend in
enrolment growth, the outer developed suburban communities are showing a
declining trend. The growth in inner city neighbourhoods, while good, is where
schools were built in the 1950s or earlier and require significant capital investments
for modernizations and upgrades. The declining trend in the outer developed
communities, combined with a projected decline in enrolment by 2029, will require
CBE to review schools with low utilization rates with the possibility of consolidations
of programs, closures, and/or use of space for other school board uses.
In August 2018, Calgary City Council voted in favour of developing 14 new
Greenfield communities, some of which are part of approved ASP within the
currently active developments. This growth will occur adjacent to communities
where the CBE still requires new schools in the currently active 29 new and
developing municipal communities.
The large number of developing communities puts increased pressure on the CBE
to meet the expectations of parents for new school construction in their
communities.

Alternative Programs
The CBE provides a full range of educational services for all instructional programs
from kindergarten through to Grade 12, including access to numerous alternative
programs. These programs are shown in the graph below.
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For the 2018/2019 school year there were 25,482 students enrolled in alternative
programs, an increase of 594 over the previous year. The alternative programs
with the highest enrolments are French Immersion, Traditional Learning Centre
(TLC) and Spanish Bilingual. Alternative program enrolment has stabilized over the
last five (5) years, as indicated in the graph, at approximately 21% of the CBE’s
total K-12 enrolment.

Other Programs
The CBE also offers a number of other programs to meet the needs of students.
These programs are Unique Settings, Outreach Programs, Chinook Learning, and
CBe-learn and their enrolments from 2008 to 2018 are summarized in below.

Chinook Learning and CBe-learn register students continually throughout the year.
The enrolment reported for both Chinook Learning and CBe-learn represent
students who are only enrolled in either of those two programs and not accessing
programming at another CBE school. Students enrolled in other CBE schools, that
are accessing one or more courses at either Chinook Learning or CBe-learn, are
reported in the pre-kindergarten to Grade 12 enrolment. The enrolment reported for
Chinook Learning includes students enrolled in academic success programs (high
school classes) only and does not include students in Adult English Language
Learning (ELL) or Continuing Education (personal and professional development).
In September 2018, CBE implemented a new delivery model for Chinook Learning.
Chinook Learning academic success programs (high school classes) were
transitioned into James Fowler High School and Lord Beaverbrook High School. In
this new model student age is limited to those who are 19 years of age by
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September 1 in the year they enrol in classes. Overall enrolment in these programs
is projected to remain stable over the next ten (10) years.

Enrolment Projections
The City currently does not produce a 10 year population forecast therefore the
CBE’s 10 year enrolment projection is based on the assumption that the same level
and distribution of growth from the City’s Suburban Residential Growth 2018-2022
will occur until 2029. For 2029 the CBE is projecting a total K-GR12 only
enrolment of 120,848.
Year

K-4

GR5-9

GR10-12

2018

47,341

44,058

27,567 118,966

2029

43,309

43,917

33,867 121,093

Difference

-4,032

-141

6,300

TOTAL

2,127

Middle school enrolment (GR5-GR9) is projected to comprise the largest portion of
CBE enrolment in 2029 and the greatest student growth is expected in high school
(GR10-12).

Utilization
The 2018 utilization rates by grade groupings are as follows:
 85% for K-4,
 83% for GR5-9
 88% for GR10-12
In order to have a true picture of current school utilization compared to where
space will be needed in the future, CBE considers both where students are going
to school in relation to where they are living.
Utilization by enrolment provides context for how students are being
accommodated within existing schools and utilization by residence indicates where
the students are living. High utilization by residence indicates where new schools
need to be built to ensure they are situated where the need for space is the
highest.
When the opening of new schools in one planning sector, which is necessary to
keep students as close to home as possible, results in a utilization rate that is lower
than the mid 80% range, reduction or re-purposing of space in the specific planning
sectors that do not meet the benchmark will need to be considered to maintain the
desired mid 80% system utilization rate.
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Utilization by Residence
Utilization by residence identifies the number of students residing in a planning
sector expressed as a percentage of the total school capacity within that planning
sector. Utilization by residence represents the utilization rate that would exist if the
CBE were not able to accommodate students in facilities in other planning sectors
but rather accommodated the students in the facilities that exist within the planning
sector where they live.

Utilization by Enrolment
Utilization by enrolment identifies the number of students attending schools
expressed as a percentage of the total capacity. Utilization by enrolment
represents the actual utilization experienced at schools within the planning sector.
The analysis and graphs below are grouped by:
 elementary (K-4)
 junior/middle school (GR5-9)
 high school (GR10-12)
The graphs compare current utilization rates with projected utilization rates for the
2029-2030 school year:
 if all schools in CBE’s Three Year School Capital Plan 2020-2023 as well
as two additional high schools are approved
 if no new schools are approved

Elementary (K-4)
By the 2029-2030 school year enrolment at the elementary level is projected to
decrease by almost 4,000 students. Notwithstanding this decline in enrolment,
there is still a need to build elementary schools where students live. The projected
decline of approximately 4,000 students in K-4 by the 2029-2030 school year
represents a reversal of the enrolment growth CBE has experienced for many
years. Future planning for new schools via the Three Year School Capital Plan will
need to consider both where new schools are required and where opportunities to
reduce capacity exist to achieve a mid 80% utilization rate.
The opening of three elementary schools and one K-9 school that have been
approved for construction combined with approval of four additional elementary
school projects on CBE’s Three Year School Capital Plan 2020-2023, will add an
additional 5,250 spaces for K-4 learners.
K‐4 (Approved and Requested New School Construction)
Planning Sector
Anticipated Capacity to be Added
North
2,400
Northeast*
450
Southeast
1,800
South
600
Total
5,250
*Half of the capacity of the Skyview Ranch K-9 School is anticipated to accommodate K-4 students
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CBE’s current K-4 utilization rate is 85%. If the four K-4 schools in the Three Year
School Capital Plan 2020-2023 are approved and open by the 2029/2030 school
year, combined with the projected enrolment decrease, overall K-4 utilization is
projected at 70%. This is below the desired mid 80% range for utilization and will
necessitate the need to reduce capacity in underutilized areas of the city. Although
continuing to request and construct new elementary schools is projected to result in
a utilization rate that is below the mid-80’s target, new schools are still needed
closer to where students are living (utilization by residence).

The greatest need for K-4 school space is in the North, Southeast and Northeast. If
all students living in those areas were accommodated in schools that are located in
the sector, the utilization for the both the North and the Southeast would be
approximately 120% and the Northeast would exceed 90%. If the schools
requested in the North and Southeast are not approved, students will continue to
be accommodated in schools in the Northwest and South sectors where utilization
by residence is projected to be below 80% and space is available.
The sectors with utilization rates, by residence, that are projected to be below the
mid 80% range are Central, East, Northwest, South and West. The areas where
the lowest population growth is anticipated based on the City’s Suburban
Residential Growth 2018-2022 are the East and Northwest. Both these areas are
projected to have utilization rates, by residence, below 50% in the future.
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The planning sectors that will be impacted by opening of new K-4 schools in the
North and Southeast are the Northwest, North and Southeast sectors.
 The opening of four new K-4 schools in North Calgary is projected to
reduce the utilization rate in Northwest Calgary from 82% to 46%.
 The opening of two new K-4 schools in Southeast Calgary is projected to
reduce utilization in Southeast Calgary from 96% to 77%.
Families living in new communities want their children to attend schools in their
community. The CBE requires approval of new school construction projects from
the Province to meet this expectation. A consequence of adding new capacity is
that the amount of unused or excess space in some of the City’s developed
neighborhoods will increase. In areas where excess capacity exists options for
managing excess space could include:




using the space for CBE student needs such as alternative programs or
complex learning programs,
leasing space to support student and or compatible community uses as
applicable under the City Charter and Joint Use Agreement
closure of facilities and consolidation of programming to provide quality
learning opportunities for students

Taking into consideration current enrolment projections and trends, a reduction of
approximately 9,500 spaces would be required to achieve a mid 80% overall
utilization rate. Based on current standards of constructing elementary schools
with 600 student spaces, this equates to approximately 16 schools. CBE’s Three
Year School Capital Plan is prepared each year with the goal of achieving an
overall mid 80% system utilization rate and future plans will need to consider both
new school needs and opportunities to reduce capacity to meet this target.
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Middle/Junior (GR5-9)
By the 2029-2030 school year, enrolment at the middle junior level is projected to
decrease slightly from current levels. The opening of one K-9 school that has been
approved for construction combined with approval of three additional middle school
projects on CBE’s Three Year School Capital Plan 2020-2023, will add an
additional 3,150 spaces for GR5-9 learners.
GR5‐9 (Approved and Requested New School Construction)
Planning Sector
Anticipated Capacity to be Added
North
1,800
Northeast*
450
Southeast**
900
Total
3,150
*Half of the capacity of the Skyview Ranch K-9 School is anticipated to accommodate GR5-9 students
**A middle school in Aub urn Bay has b een approved for design b ut not yet approved for construction

CBE’s current middle school utilization rate is 83%. If all schools in the Three Year
School Capital Plan 2020-2023 are approved and open by the 2029/2030 school
year overall middle/junior utilization is projected at 78%. This is below the desired
mid 80% range for utilization and will necessitate the need to reduce capacity in
underutilized areas of the city. Although continuing to request and construct new
middle schools is projected to result in a utilization rate that is below the mid-80’s
target, new schools are still needed closer to where students are living (utilization
by residence).

The greatest need for new middle school space is in the North and Southeast. If all
students living in those areas were accommodated in schools that are located in
the sector, the utilization for the North would exceed 160% and the Southeast
would exceed 100%. If the schools requested in these two sectors are not
approved, students will continue to be accommodated in schools in the Northwest
and South sectors where space is available.
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The sectors with utilization rates, by residence, that are projected to be below the
mid 80% range are Central, East, Northwest, South and West. The lowest
utilization by residence for middle school is projected in the Central sector.

The planning sectors that will be impacted by opening of new middle schools in the
North and Southeast are the Northwest and South sectors. The opening of two
new middle schools in North Calgary is projected to reduce the utilization rate in
Northwest Calgary from 84% to 62%. The opening of one new middle school in
Southeast Calgary is projected to reduce utilization in South Calgary from 76% to
69%.
Families living in new communities want their children to attend schools in their
community. The CBE requires approval of new school construction projects from
the Province to meet this expectation. A consequence of adding new capacity is
that the amount of unused or excess space in some of the City’s developed
neighborhoods will increase. In areas where excess capacity exists options for
managing excess space could include:




using the space for CBE student needs such as alternative programs or
complex learning programs,
leasing space to support student and or compatible community uses as
applicable under the City Charter and Joint Use Agreement
closure of facilities and consolidation of programming to provide quality
learning opportunities for students

Taking into consideration current enrolment projections and trends, a reduction of
approximately 4,000 spaces is required to achieve a mid 80% overall utilization
rate. Based on current standards of constructing middle schools with 900 student
spaces, this equates to approximately four schools. CBE’s Three Year School
Capital Plan is prepared each year with the goal of achieving an overall mid 80%
system utilization rate and future plans will need to consider both new school
needs and opportunities to reduce capacity to meet this target.
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High School (GR10-12)
By the 2029-2030 school year enrolment at the high school level is projected to
increase by approximately 6,000 students.
CBE’s Three Year School Capital Plan 2020-2023 includes one new high school
request. A new high school in North Calgary has been approved for design but has
not yet been approved for construction funding. Based on current enrolment
projections, CBE anticipates requesting two additional high schools within the next
one to three years once sites become serviced and are ready for construction. The
table below indicates anticipated high school construction needs over the next ten
years:

GR10‐12 (Requested and Anticipated New School Construction)
Planning Sector
Anticipated Capacity to be Added
North*
1,800
Northeast
1,800
South
1,800
Total
5,400
*A high school in North Calgary has b een approved for design b ut not yet approved for construction

CBE’s current high school utilization rate is 88%. If the schools listed in the table
above are approved and open by the 2029/2030 school year overall high utilization
is projected at 90%.
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The greatest need for new high school space is in the North, Northeast and
Southeast. The CBE does not have another high school site dedicated in the SE
but does have a site in the West Macleod Area Structure Plan in the community of
Belmont in proximity to some new and developing communities in the Southeast.
If all students living in those areas were accommodated in schools that are located
in the sector, the utilization for the North would exceed 350%, utilization in the
Northeast would exceed 150% and in the southeast it would be approximately
250%. If the schools requested in these three sectors are not approved, students
will continue to be accommodated in schools in sectors with lower utilization.

The planning sectors that will be impacted by opening of new high schools in the
North, Northeast and South are the Centre, East and Southeast sectors. The
opening of new high schools is projected to:
 reduce the utilization rate in the Centre sector from 78% to 71%.
 reduce the utilization rate in East Calgary from 77% to 56%
 increase the utilization rate in Southeast Calgary from 78% to 105%. If a
new high school is not constructed in South Calgary to accommodate
students living in the Southeast, the projected utilization rate for the one
high school in Southeast Calgary would be 155%.
CBE will be gathering thoughts and perspectives from staff, students and parents
on high schools starting in spring 2019. This will be a multi-year engagement
process focused on developing a sustainable system-wide plan for high schools
that continues to offer students access, flexibility and choice (as outlined in the
CBE’s high school success strategy). Through this work, decisions will be made
regarding high school boundaries and alternative program locations to balance
enrolment and utilization within our existing facilities.
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Appendix III: New and Aging School Facilities
New School Construction
Current State
Planning for new schools and the identification of future school sites is a joint
endeavour between the City of Calgary, the CBE, the Calgary Catholic School
Division (CCSD) and developers. The number of school sites required in a
particular community is identified during the Outline Plan stage of development with
actual locations finalized during the Area Structure Plan phase. This work is
completed well in advance of any homes being built in a community. Through this
process, the CBE works with its partners to establish which sites are best suited to
elementary, middle or high school levels, based on site size, access, frontage and
adjacency considerations.
Typically, the CBE is eligible for an elementary school for every 10,000 residents, a
middle school for every 15,000 to 20,000 residents and a high school for every
50,000 to 60,000 residents. Many of the new communities in Calgary are large
enough that, once full build out has been achieved, the community will require a
minimum of one elementary and one middle school to accommodate the students
living in the community. Larger communities will require two elementary schools
and one middle school to accommodate students once they are fully built-out. High
School sites are shared between every 2-4 communities, based on community
size. Once a site has been fully serviced with water, sewer and utilities, a new
school can be requested through the Three-Year School Capital Plan submission
to Alberta Education.
Currently, the CBE requests school grade configurations that are elementary (K-4),
middle school (5-9), elementary/junior high (K-9) or high school (10-12), depending
on medium-term demographic projections for each community. Actual grade
configurations at each new school are determined one year prior to opening based
on specific demographics of the community it serves at that time, and will be
adjusted as needed as the community matures.
From 2008-2018, the CBE has grown by an average of just over 1,900 students
each year across the division. In that same time, the CBE has constructed 36 new
schools and two replacement schools, adding 29,500 student spaces. New school
construction has not kept pace with the City of Calgary’s overall growth in
developing communities.
New schools have been designed to reflect 21st century learning principles. These
have incorporated spaces for collaboration, team teaching, self-directed learning
and small group learning, as well as more conventional classrooms. The learning
commons model has continued to evolve as we move towards more hands-on and
integrated, multi-disciplinary learning. Specialized spaces for science, the arts,
career and technology studies and physical education reflect new standards and
include innovative technologies.
The following new schools are currently in design or construction, and are
expected to add a total of 6,000 student spaces by 2023.
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Community Name
Auburn Bay
Coventry Hills
Coventry Hills
Cranston
Evergreen
Mahogany
Skyview Ranch

Grade
Number of
Configuration Student
Spaces
5-9
900
K-4
600
10-12
1,800
K-4
600
K-4
600
K-4
600
K-9
900

Anticipated
Opening Date
Design only approved
September 2020
Design only approved
September 2020
September 2020
To be determined
To be determined

Aging School Facilities
The original design life of CBE schools has typically been in the range of 50 years.
Within the next decade 64% of CBE schools will be older than 50 years with
building components that have different life expectancies. In order to achieve the
design life of a facility, ongoing capital investments are required to replace the
various building components once they reach the end of their lifecycle. Continued
investment in component replacement makes it possible to utilize a facility beyond
the original design life.
However, historical funding allocations have not facilitated regular component
lifecycle replacements. This has resulted in a deficit in both deferred maintenance
and lifecycle replacement costs, as identified in current Provincial facility audit
reporting:
‐ $162 million for deferred maintenance
‐ $766 million for lifecycle replacement costs
Due to annual funding limitations, prioritization of this work considers the following
factors: impact on the learning environment, building accessibility and inclusivity,
curricular requirements, facility condition, component or system condition, and
potential reduction of lifecycle costs.
Depending on a facility’s condition and the type and complexity of renewal
required, four options exist for the CBE:
1. For projects and work with low complexity and urgency, work is planned to
be addressed through annual Infrastructure Maintenance and Renewal
(IMR) initiatives. This work is prioritized and planned annually using a rolling
three-year window.
2. For emergent projects requiring high urgency, some funding is allocated to
address these projects as part of annual IMR initiatives. This work is
prioritized but not planned.
3. For projects and work with high complexity and moderate urgency, large,
phased renovations are planned. Funding for the largest and most urgent of
these projects will be requested through the Three-Year Capital Plan, with
applications for major modernizations. Smaller, less urgent projects will be
planned as phased renovations as part of the IMR Plan.
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4. For projects where significant renovations are necessary and costs for that
work will exceed 75% of the cost to replace the building with a new facility,
a replacement school may be requested. In recent years, two replacement
schools were requested by the CBE as the cost to repair exceeded the 75%
threshold: one due to damage by the 2013 floods, and the other to house
an increasingly complex population in a building that had reached the end
of its lifecycle. As more schools age and require significant investment to
address lifecycle replacement costs, it is likely that additional replacement
schools will be requested for developed communities.

Considerations
Although the CBE has been fortunate to have constructed 36 new schools and 2
replacement schools over the past 10 years, adding 29,500 student spaces to our
city, there are some factors for consideration and opportunities for continuous
improvement in new school construction projects over the next ten years. These
considerations include:

Funding predictability
The CBE submits capital plan priorities to the Province annually, identifying Board
priorities for new school construction, replacement schools and major
modernizations. However, funding for these projects fluctuates from year to year,
based on provincial budget allocations for new school projects. There is
unfortunately no predictability built into the provincial budget process, limiting the
extent to which the CBE can undertake early stakeholder consultation and
planning. Further exacerbating the issue is that schools are sometimes approved
when the local community’s student population is quite large, which results in
significant pressure to design and construct the school as quickly as possible. This
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can create tension between the selection of a longer, more comprehensive
stakeholder consultation process to inform school design versus having an
abridged consultation process to open the school more quickly. Funding
predictability would enhance the CBE’s ability to engage stakeholders in a regular,
planned and meaningful way.

Student Homes, School Space, Overall Utilization
Although the CBE has been fortunate to have had 36 new schools constructed
over the past 10 years, with a net addition of 29,500 student spaces, this statistic
does not tell the complete story. New school construction has not kept pace with
overall growth in developing communities. There continues to be an imbalance
between the location of student homes and neighbourhood school capacity in
developing communities, which in turn results in longer bus rides for more students
to school sites with available capacity.
As schools in established communities age, significant renewal investments will be
required to maintain quality teaching environments in these communities. Strategic
planning of these investments will consider educational needs, programming
demands, stakeholder input and school utilization within the broader community to
determine how best to address building condition and match space requirements to
community demographics in developed neighbourhoods.

Aging Schools
As schools continue to age, more investment will be necessary to renew and
replace priority building components and systems. These projects will need to be
planned to minimize impacts to students and staff, and maximize value over the life
cycle of the building.

Managing Public Expectations
Stakeholder engagement for new school construction is currently challenged by the
limitations identified around funding predictability, as well as the rapid growth our
communities are undergoing. Although the accuracy of CBE’s overall demographic
projections is quite high, some new communities do grow and change more quickly
than others based on market fluctuations and broader economic factors. Together,
these factors limit the ability of the CBE to commit to school-specific grade
configurations, which is a key consideration for many community stakeholders, and
can impact the types of early conversations we can have with the affected
communities. The CBE is also aware that engaging community members prior to
receiving funding commitments can unintentionally create expectations within new
neighbourhoods to open schools within timelines that can’t be met.

City Charter
The City of Calgary Charter was signed into law in April 2018, with a retroactive
effective date of January 1, 2018. This may have impacts on future school sites in
determining what other City uses may be permitted to co-locate on the same site
with a school.
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Joint Use/Shared Use
Creating opportunities to provide spaces that have shared community use or are
developed in partnership with key stakeholders is one of the expectations that the
province has when developing new school buildings. While the CBE creates
schools that have space accessible through the shared use agreement with the
City of Calgary, developing joint-use partnerships with outside stakeholders is
much more difficult to achieve. Due to a combination of smaller school sites,
unpredictable timelines for approvals, and high growth in new communities, the
window to identify opportunities for joint-use partnerships and reach an agreement
for shared costs and use is very small.

Site Size/Location
Over time, the size of CBE schools has increased for some grade configurations.
Although the CBE’s minimum site size guidelines have been revised to reflect
these changes, due to the delay between early planning for new neighbourhoods
and actual construction, some of our schools have been designed and/or
constructed in locations that have been smaller than our current minimum site
sizes, or which do not have the preferred frontage or access requirements. This
can create significant challenges for parking, parent drop-off, and bus lanes at our
schools. While the CBE works with Alberta Infrastructure to design and build the
best possible solutions at each site, site size and location will continue to be issues
that need to be addressed going forward.

Modular Construction
Alberta Education approves the use of modular classrooms for both new school
construction and emergent, short to medium-term growth pressures in a
jurisdiction. This approach is intended to address the typical growth cycle of a
neighbourhood. At some point, the neighbourhood’s school-aged population peaks
and begins to decline, leaving schools with utilization rates that are lower and result
in higher operating costs per student. Removal and relocation of modular
classrooms to other schools where demographic pressures are high offers an
alternative approach to adjusting catchment areas or grade configurations to
maintain utilization rates. CBE’s Modular Classroom Plan can be found here:
https://www.cbe.ab.ca/schools/building‐and‐modernizing‐schools/Documents/2019‐20‐
Modular‐Classroom‐Plan.pdf
For the past two decades, Alberta Education has approved new school
construction that is a combination of permanent core construction and modular
classrooms. While this approach is valid for established schools experiencing
shorter-term demographic pressure, or for jurisdictions who don’t have sustained
growth over an extended period, this strategy does not align with the CBE’s
experiences. In Calgary’s developing communities, our current planning projections
indicate a closer match between approved school sizes and sustainable
neighbourhood populations than in established neighbourhoods.
To address medium-term community demographic pressure, the CBE requests the
construction or relocation of modular classrooms to schools in established
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communities. These requests are based on vetting of all schools each year through
as series of eligibility filters. Schools that meet all eligibility criteria are assessed
and assigned points through a series of ranking criteria. The ranking criteria take
into account enrolment and utilization (current and projected), site features as well
as a cost assessment. These installations are difficult to complete within an 8-10
week summer construction period, and are often limited by the timing of funding
approvals prior to design and construction.
CBE experience since 2016 has also demonstrated some additional challenges
with modular classrooms: since most of these units are built outside of Calgary, the
City of Calgary has not been able to inspect the units as part of the construction
process until near they are completed and installed on their receiving school.
Lastly, it is our experience that the cost to construct these modular classrooms is
equal to or greater than permanent construction. These challenges will continue to
occur where modular classrooms are approved.

Changes in Curriculum Delivery
Educational initiatives such as personalized learning or a general change in the
curriculum delivery method requiring the introduction of new technology or
equipment can render an older facility functionally unsuitable. The absence of
requisite upgrades to reconfigure the learning environment can compromise the
optimization of the educational experience.

Changes to Building Code
Over time, technical research affects the knowledge base of the building sciences,
impacting building techniques and building codes. Evolutions in construction
methods have occasionally revealed some inappropriate approaches that have
later proven to be less durable. Changes in the broader understanding of building
technology and performance may place an older facility into a legal, nonconforming status with regard to codes and best practices. For many older
facilities, major renovations would be required in order to have the building adhere
to the most current of building requirements and guidelines.

New and Aging Facilities Strategies
For the next 10 years, the CBE strategy for new and aging facilities is to:


Work to ensure that minimum parcel sizes, frontages, access and preferred
adjacencies are achieved in the community. This will allow adequate space
for schools, provide separate traffic flows for buses, parents, staff and
pedestrians, and increase opportunities for joint use partnerships



Match the requested school size to a long-term sustainable population size
for the community that the school will serve, while maximizing the area per
student requested from the province to increase instructional space
opportunities for students.



Due to the quantity of modular classrooms currently in the system, and the
low likelihood of having modular classrooms moved within the system within
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the lifespan of the modular classrooms, the CBE will generally seek to have
permanent construction only without modular classrooms on new school
construction, unless demographics warrant the request. The CBE will
continue to request modular classrooms for schools in established
communities with a medium-term demographic need.


Develop new and renovated school designs that reflect 21st century
learning.



Work with stakeholders to identify significant factors for design, including a
greater connection to the school sites, incorporating community-based and
culturally-significant activities and celebrations into our buildings.



Engage community stakeholders for all projects identified within the
upcoming Three-Year School Capital Plan, to identify key considerations
and partnership opportunities. Where space and time allow, engage with
partners to develop enhanced, shared and joint use of school spaces.



Authentic and meaningful consultation with the communities for these
projects. This includes consultations with the community association and
other key partners prior to and early in the design process.
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Appendix IV: Technology and its Impacts on
Learning and Infrastructure
Current State
The portfolio of CBE facilities includes a number of schools that were built prior to
the advent of personal computers and hand-held electronic computing devices.
While facilities have been adapted to meet changing technologies over time, the
rate of change in technology and its impacts to how people learn has advanced
considerably over the past decade. This is anticipated to continue into the future,
which will challenge the CBE’s ability to provide timely and sufficient technology
infrastructure, and modify buildings to support the respective changes to how
students learn and how building technologies are advancing.

Considerations
Autonomous Vehicle (AV) Technology
While AV technology is nascent, over the next ten years self-driving technology
may change how students travel to and from school. As AV technology becomes
increasingly common, fewer students may choose yellow bus or public transit
options. This could increase traffic around schools as larger numbers of students
are dropped-off and picked-up by self-driving vehicles.

Use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Education
The possible emergence of educational AI systems during the timeframe of this
strategy may further enhance the ability to personalize learning for each student.
Information Technology built into the school to support this will be instrumental to
learning. The way physical spaces themselves are used within the school may
change as students also capitalize upon virtual learning spaces. School
infrastructure will increasingly need to incorporate rapidly changing technologies
and schools will require flexible layouts that allow for their use in ways not
envisaged today.

Changing Learning Delivery Strategies
As schools adopt 21st century learning delivery strategies, schools have more
demand for flexible and varied teaching spaces to support small group,
independent and self-directed learning. While schools will always be necessary
places to support and guide student learning, how and where students learn is
changing rapidly. Building and client technology must similarly shift to support
these changes.

Increasing Quantity and Demand of Devices
As new technologies develop, more devices are integrated into the classrooms and
into our facilities. This translates to increased demand, particularly with
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requirements for continuous connectivity for many new devices. As the Internet of
Things (IoT) grows, this is expected to expand exponentially. IoT refers to the
interconnection, via the Internet, of computing devices embedded in everyday
objects, enabling them to send and receive data. As a result, additional wired and
wireless infrastructure will be necessary to support this requirement, and that
infrastructure will need to be routinely upgraded to support demand.

Communications and Capacity
The CBE’s traditional telephony systems (PBX) are analog based and have passed
the end of their serviceable life. Currently, an in-depth analysis is being conducted
to update the organization’s Telecommunications Strategy. Separately, changes to
the Alberta SuperNET agreement as Bell acquired Axia NetMedia may require
some work to accommodate new equipment and/or processes. SuperNET is the
technology providing the CBE wide area network (WAN). Information Technology
Services also expects a demand to increase WAN capacity beyond 1Gbps (per
school/site) within the next 6-8 years.

Outdated Data Closet Infrastructure
Data closet infrastructure is particularly impacted by the increasing quantity and
demand of devices. Generally, closets built prior to 2010 do not meet current
standards for housing data-communication equipment and over 50% of them
reside in environments where temperatures above 50°C (threshold where failure
rates increase) have been recorded.

Data Storage and Archiving
CBE manages two local datacentres; a primary location at Highfield, and a
secondary location at Sherwood School. Over time, executing the CBE Cloud
Strategy will reduce the dependency on CBE owned and managed datacentres but
will simultaneously place more reliance on our network and internet capacity.
Accordingly, Information Technology Services foresees a perpetual need for a
single CBE managed datacentre, particularly for network traffic aggregation,
Internet, and services that cannot be easily offloaded to the cloud for a variety of
reasons (cost, privacy, technical).

Improved Building Technologies
As building science and components advance, significant benefits are realized in
terms of overall energy consumption and resource efficiency. Prioritization of these
technologies provides opportunities to significantly reduce costs through improved
building envelopes, mechanical and electrical systems, and building controls and
monitoring.

Building Security
Advancements in and requirements for building security have been significant over
the past decade. Shifts away from analog systems to digital technology have had a
significant and growing impact on the CBE’s wide area network. At present, video
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capture and storage accounts for approximately 60% of network traffic from
schools into CBE datacentres (SuperNet) and approximately 20% of all central
enterprise storage. This is unsustainable at current rates.

Technology (IT) Strategies
For the next 10 years, our strategies include:


Align technology with changing learning delivery strategies, and consider
technological considerations simultaneously with functional changes to
building to optimize costs.



Monitor trends in user demand requirements, and provide a medium-term
strategy for infrastructure upgrades to meet projected demand, including
both wireless technology and structured cabling.



Align facility infrastructure to support an updated CBE Telecommunications
Strategy.



Align facility infrastructure to address SuperNET changes and increased
WAN capacity.



Upgrade data closet infrastructure on a planned, phased and cyclical basis,
with priority placed on sites with highest need system-wide.



Develop a consistent and pragmatic strategy to manage bandwidth and
WAN impacts resulting from increased demands for video capture for
security surveillance.



Consolidate and upgrade data centre infrastructure as needed to support
CBE operations.
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Appendix V: Definitions
Assumptions: information that is accepted to be true for the process of planning &
design of a facilities project.
Area Structure Plan (ASP): Is a long-range planning document and is a 'statutory'
plan prepared per the regulations of the Municipal Government Act.
Attendance Area: An area established under Section 13(2) of the School Act for
student attendance within the boundaries of the CBE.
Capital Projects: Capital projects are projects involving new school construction
as well as school modernization. The projects are identified in the three-year
school capital plan and is prioritized by Alberta Education on the basis of health &
safety, building condition, utilization rates, enrolment projections, education
program delivery and other additional information.
Collaborative: Development of CBE infrastructure projects are accomplished by
working with agents within the CBE and external stakeholders.
Community: A group of individuals who are united through a common
characteristic or are living in a particular geographic area.
Deferred Maintenance: Is maintenance, repair or modernization of a school that
has been deferred to another budgetary cycle until funding is made available.
Deferred maintenance can be extended for long period of time resulting in a
significant backlog that needs to be addressed.
Designation: Every CBE student is assigned to a school based on their home
address and their program needs. If the designated school is full, the students who
cannot be accommodated will be bused to an overflow school.
Designation Notice: Decision letter, describing the changes that have resulted
from the engagement.
Diverse learning: Is the acceptance that there are a wide range of learning styles,
and the need to be open minded to it as an educational institution.
Equitable: Equity for the CBE involves equitable sharing of resources of the board
amongst all schools and amongst its diverse student population.
Grade Configuration: Identifies the grades that are offered by a school, i.e. K-4,
GR 5-9, GR10-12.
Infrastructure Maintenance and Renewal (IMR): Provides funding to (a) replace
building and site components which have failed and pose health and safety
problems for students and staff, (b) extend the useful life of school facilities and
sites and (c) maintain the quality of the school environment.
International Association for Public Participation (IAP2): An international
organization advancing the practice of public participation.
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Joint Use Agreement: Is an agreement between the City of Calgary, the Calgary
Board of Education, the Calgary Catholic School Board and a local community
association that designate the sharing of municipal reserve land that is beneficial
for all parties involved.
Lottery: The process for accepting students at schools and into programs that are
full (at capacity).
SAFS: Student Accommodation and Facilities Strategy.
School Closure: As provided for under the Alberta School Act which allows the
school board to:
(a) close a school permanently or for a specified period of time;
(b) close entirely 3 or more consecutive grades in a school;
(c) transfer all students from one school building to one or more other school
buildings on a permanent basis.
SER: School Enrolment Report.
Sound planning principles: Are planning principles related to the operation,
maintenance and development of school properties. This involves ensuring good
judgement and responsible use of public money, transparency in decisions and
above all ensuring health and safety of students and staff.
SSAP: System Student Accommodation Plan.
Stakeholders: Represent anyone who has a stake or are affected by the decisions
of the school board. This includes students, staff, as well as the general public.
Student Accommodation: This combines the aspects of:
 School facility
 Number of students
 Program(s) offered
 Communities that the school supports
Traditional and land-based knowledge: Knowledge, understanding and
traditions the aboriginal people have developed and learned from their relationship
with the land.
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